Abstract. The artist Patrick Hughes has ingeniously painted rows of stacked Brillo boxes in Forced into Reverse Perspective. The geometry is in reverse perspective, predicting only one type of illusory motion for each planar surface for moving viewers. He "broke" these surfaces into objects by painting the boxes in three types of perspective (planar, forced, and reverse). Our experiments confirmed that he succeeded in eliciting different types of illusory motion, including "differential motion" between boxes for most viewers. In some sense, this illustrates the superiority of secondary (painted) over primary (physical) cues.
In 1964, Patrick Hughes introduced the idea of reverse perspectives, or "reverspectives" (Slyce 1998; Wade and Hughes 1999) . Reverspectives are 3D paintings, comprising prisms (and/or truncated pyramids) protruding from the wall with apices closer to the observer. They are cleverly painted with linear perspective so that physically nearer features appear to be farther away than the base, provided that viewers are at an adequately large distance. As a result of the construction and the painted scene, reverspectives appear in reverse depth. In contrast, "proper (forced) perspectives," typically used in theater stages, are constructed so that far surfaces are smaller than their near counterparts. Finally, linear perspective is used mostly on conventional flat paintings ("planar perspective"). Note that proper and reverse perspectives are formed by non-planar combinations of planar surfaces, whereas planar perspectives are based on a single flat surface.
The painted scene elicits a depth percept that is just the reverse of the physical depth in reverspectives; thus the depth cues of stereoscopy, motion parallax, vergence, and accommodation compete against cues provided by the painted scene. This causes reverspectives to appear to move as viewers move in front of them (Papathomas 2007; Rogers and Gyani 2010) . Forced perspectives appear stable (stationary) to a moving viewer. Planar perspectives are somewhere in between. Their flat surface, although in disagreement with the 3D depth suggested by the painted cues, does not have the opposite 3D arrangement, as in reverspectives. Nevertheless, the juxtaposition of the flat surface and the painted scene produces certain shape distortions (Kubovy 1986 has a review); in some cases, the depicted scene appears to move, albeit much less than in reverspectives (Papathomas et al 2010) .
This paper highlights an ingenious piece of art, Forced into Reverse Perspective (2008) , in which Hughes combined all three forms of perspective (flat, forced, and reverse). Figure 1a is a front view of a replica that was used in our experiments; Figure 1b is an oblique view of the original art piece. Orthographic projections are in Figure 2 . If one ignores the painted objects, one recognizes that the overall 3D shape is a reverspective: edges that are closest to the viewer (such as AB) are smaller than edges that are farther away (CD), which in turn are smaller than the edges that are farthest (EF). Thus, if a viewer moves in front of the unpainted piece, the trapezoid surfaces (such as ABDC) appear to move even though the perspective information of the outline is minimal. Hughes's ingenuity is to break surfaces into objects-Brillo boxes-through the use of slanted lines (such as GH). Thus, the three middle boxes of the bottom row and top-row boxes form reverse perspectives, whereas the middle-row boxes form proper perspectives. Deviously, the two outside boxes in the bottom row are painted entirely on a flat-non-frontoparallel surface (planar perspective).
If the painter's intentions are realized and the 3D boxes are individuated as observers move in front of the artwork, they should experience strong illusory counter-rotation for the reverspective boxes (top row and three middle boxes in bottom row) (Papathomas 2007; Rogers and Gyani 2010) , possibly a weaker illusory counter-rotation for the two planar perspective boxes (two outer boxes in bottom row) (Papathomas et al 2010) , and no illusory motion for the forced-perspective boxes (middle row). This means that viewers would see differential motion between the boxes (ie, different rows moving in different directions). As a corollary, when the art piece is rotated, stationary observers would still see this differential motion of the objects. Seventeen subjects with normal acuity took part in Experiments 1 and 2 to test these predictions.
In Experiment 1, we produced four animation sequences involving the art piece on a Dell Studio Laptop; the images were 15.2 cm wide x 12.1 cm tall and were viewed binocularly from a distance of 58 cm. The animations were produced by rotating the art piece as follows: started from the straight-ahead position that lasted for 1 second; each animation lasted for 5 seconds. We showed each animation four times (four trials) in random sequences. Observers reported (i) what direction (CW/CCW or UP/DN) they perceived boxes in the bottom row to rotate in one trial.
(ii) They repeated the process for the middle row in another trial and (iii) again for the top row. (iv) They also rated the perceived motion of one of the outer bottom boxes relative to the middle bottom box; the magnitude indicated the relative strength (maximum 10) and the +/-sign indicated that the outer box was perceived to rotate in the same/opposite direction as the middle bottom box. It must be noted that, displaying the animations on a flat screen is an impoverished viewing condition because observers rely on just perspective and motion for recovering 3D shape, whereas the binocular disparity signals specify a flat surface.
In Experiment 2, we presented two stationary artworks (both 91 cm wide x 71 cm tall x 25 cm deep) in a random sequence at a viewing distance of 2.62 m: (a) The art piece replica of Figure  1a and (b) a variant in which thin vertical stripes were painted between the boxes-1.5 cm wide, same colour as the wall-to facilitate distinguishing the boxes from each other. Observers viewed the stimulus monocularly and reported whether they saw differential motion between the boxes as they (the observers) moved left-right through approximately 30 cm. Results: There was great inter-observer variability in both experiments; nevertheless, the majority of observers obtained the percepts intended by the artist. Specifically, for Experiment 1, the number of observers who perceived the differential motion for CW, CCW, UP, and DN rotations were 10, 13, 11, and 6, respectively; for the same rotations, the number who perceived the planar boxes to move in the same direction as the center bottom box were 11, 9, 13, and 13, respectively, with an average relative strength of +7.10 among those who saw same-direction motion; the overall average was +3.00. For Experiment 2, the addition of the "dividing lines" between boxes increased the number of observers who perceived the differential motion from 9 to 14. However, we found the results to be different for small viewing distances (< 2.5 m) as readers may observe.
Overall, the results indicate that Patrick Hughes's intuition was correct. He managed to enable the painted objects to dominate over the physical surfaces in this art piece, illustrating the superiority of secondary over primary cues. Parenthetically, this is not the only art piece of its kind. Day-dreaming 2008 is a more complex reverspective that contains the geometry of Figure 2 as a subset. It depicts houses that are much better distinguished from each other than the Brillo boxes, hence likely to produce better results (http://www.patrickhughes.co.uk/gallery/daydreaming08.htm). These art pieces offer examples for which Donald Norman's quotation (Neal 2007 ) so aptly applies: "It's often the case that artists are ahead of scientists. What scientists do is notice what the artists have done, and then try to understand it."
